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Abstract
Crystal growth driven by a flowing solution is modeled for a flow with low Reynolds number using a computational dynamic software. Considering equivalent crystallographic faces, the chemical flux is calculated along upstream and downstream faces. Upstream flux is higher compared to downstream and leads to a symmetry breakdown of the crystal shape and develops mirror symmetry parallel to the flow velocity. Moreover the ratio of these two fluxes (upstream / downstream) gives a quantitative relation between the relative crystal growth rate and the flow velocity. Thus, using an inverse method, the flow direction and velocity can be deduced by the study of the variation of the growth band thicknesses of equivalent crystallographic faces.

This new method was applied to the formation of metasomatic tourmalinite associated with a leucogranite sill. The approach is complemented by a study of the chemistry of the tourmaline. In the studied case, the application of the new method gives the high fluid velocities in pores \((10^{-3} \text{ – } 10^{-4} \text{ m/s})\) during metasomatism. Equivalent Darcy velocities are estimated and discussed accounting for the major role played by the regional deformation. Finally, a two-stage tectono-hydrodynamic model is proposed for the metsomatism. The first stage is genetically linked to the sill injection, and the second is characterized by a wider event with hydrothermal flow passing along the leucogranite sills.
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1. Introduction

The description of paleo-fluid flow is fundamental for understanding geological processes such as ore deposition (Barnes, 1997), rock deformation (Gratier and Gueydan, 2007), and metamorphism (Ferry et al., 2002). The predominant direction of flow is commonly inferred from transport theory applied to chemical alteration, stable isotope ratios, progress of mineral reactions and trace element data (Ferry et al., 2002; Cartwright and Buick 1996). The review of Ferry et al. (2002) for fluid flow during contact metamorphism shows that direction does not obey to simple generalizations law because the major control is the permeability structure, either inherited from initial layering, or resulting from the coeval deformation (Ferry et al., 1998; Rossetti et al., 2007). Mass balance could give information about time-integrated fluid fluxes. Wing and Ferry (2007) recently present a study where the pattern of the isotopic signal and whole-rock CO₂ concentration is interpreted as geological record of paleo-flow. Their results point to significant time-integrated fluxes (5000 – 300 mol/cm²) consistent with the order of magnitude published in previous studies (Ferry, 1994a). Thermal and hydrological numerical models constitute another approach to constrain the direction and amount of fluid flow (Norton and Knight, 1977; Hanson et al., 1993; Gerdes et al., 1998; Cui et al., 2001; Oliver et al., 2006). In some case, good agreement is found between predictions from numerical models and studies based on mineralogical and stable isotope data (e.g. Hanson et al., 1993 and Ferry et al., 1998).

However, even though in some spectacular cases, mineral reaction fronts provide information at the meter scale (Ferry et al., 1998), the direction, velocity and pattern of fluid flow are generally deduced from space- and time-integrated data, over large kilometer scales in hydrothermal systems. At outcrop scales (typically one meter), direct measurements of orientation and velocity of fluid flow are usually not assessed by the methods mentioned.
above. Moreover, suitable mineral assemblages (e.g., siliceous carbonate or limestone protoliths) and/or isotopic ratios are required, which is not the general case.

This paper presents a method to estimate quantitatively, at the crystal scale, flow velocity from the measurement of the variation of the crystal growth band thicknesses. Based on a crystal scale fluid flow analysis, we present a numerical model: considering crystallographic equivalent crystal faces, we establish the dependence between flow velocity and the ratio of the growth band thickness of crystal faces (i.e. short time-integrated growth rate) in the upstream and downstream positions. In the second part, applying the inverse method, we estimate the fluid flow velocity (scalar and vector) involved in the formation of tourmalinite during metasomatism.

2. Multiscale fluid flow analysis

The transport equations governing the chemical fluxes can be used to define global or local fluxes:

\[ \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 c - V \nabla c \]  

(1)

where, \( c \) is concentration (mol/l), \( t \) the time (s), \( D \) the diffusion coefficient (≈10^{-9} m²/s) and \( V \) the flow velocity (m/s).

From this expression it is possible to separate terms characterizing two physical processes: i) diffusion along a concentration gradient and ii) advection due to fluid flow. This transport equation is valid at every scale. The flow velocity has different physical meaning according to the considered scale. A macroscopic formulation of the velocity is given by the Darcy law (i.e. Darcy velocity \( V_D = V_{\text{pure}} \theta \), \( V_{\text{pure}} \) is the mean microscopic flow in the pore and \( \theta \) is the porosity). At grain scales (local velocity), the general Navier Stokes equation is used and can be simplified for high values of local Reynolds number (Sizaret et al., 2006a).
A megascopic flow description is generally chosen because models are used to evaluate bulk flux processes where a porous-medium approximation seems reasonable when averaged over time and volume (see section “applicability of the Darcy law” in Manning and Ingebritsen, 1999). At this scale the average rock hydraulic behavior is well described using the Darcy law:

\[
\mathbf{V}_D = -\frac{k}{\mu} \nabla P
\]

\(\mathbf{V}_D\) is the volumetric flux \((m^3 / m^2 s = m/s)\) also called the Darcy velocity, and the actual mean local flow velocity in porosity \(V_{pore}\) is much greater. \(k\) is the intrinsic permeability \((m^2)\), \(\mu\) is the dynamic viscosity \((Pa.s)\) about \(10^{-4}\) Pa.s for H\(_2\)O-CO\(_2\) fluids in most metamorphic systems (Walther and Orville, 1982), and \(P\) is the fluid pressure \((Pa)\). The pressure gradient depends on driving forces such as buoyancy, topography and pressure-driven fluid expulsion caused by either transient changes of porosity or fluid production (i.e., magmatic and/or metamorphic). The permeability is related to the connected porosity that is low (<0.1 %) for metamorphic rocks. At middle to lower crust conditions, adsorbed films of fluid exists along grains boundaries, and fluid migration is controlled by surface energy and diffusion (Carlson 1989; Carlson 1991). As a result, at this scale, the flow is not Darcian. In such an environment, enhanced permeability, and hence applicability of the Darcy law, is related to the opening of connected free space during deformation (Ferry 1994b; Brenan, 1991). Thus, for sufficiently long time and volumes, deformed crystalline rocks can be reasonably considered as a porous medium equivalent. In this case of macroscopic Darcian flow, in the upper crust, Manning and Ingebritsen (1999) show that for permeabilities > \(10^{-16}\) m\(^2\), heat and solute advection dominates over heat conduction and molecular diffusion respectively. Ferry and Dipple (1991), on the other hand, argue that heat transport during
most instances of contact and regional metamorphism is by conduction rather than by
advection.

At the grain scale, fluid flow is not Darcian and flow velocity is governed by Continuity
and the Navier Stokes equation, which for incompressible Newtonian fluid is

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta \vec{V}_{N-S} / \delta t + (\vec{V}_{N-S} \cdot \nabla) \vec{V}_{N-S} & = \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla P + \nu \nabla^2 \vec{V}_{N-S} + \vec{f} \\
\n\end{align*}
\]

With \( \vec{V}_{N-S} \) the fluid velocity (m/s), \( \rho \) the density (kg/m\(^3\)), \( \nu \) the kinematic viscosity (m\(^2\)/s) (\( \nu = \mu / \rho \)), and \( \vec{f} \) the volume force (N/kg). The analytical solution of (3) does not exist and
is one of the Millennium Prize Problems. However analytical approximate solutions exist
depending on the Reynolds number value and the geometry of the fluid solid interface (edge,
cylindrical, spherical). Taking the transport equation at the grain scale, the limit between
solute diffusion and advection is given by the diffusion coefficient: \( 10^{-9} \) m\(^2\)/s\(^{-1}\) at 25°C to \( 10^{-8} \)
m\(^2\)/s\(^{-1}\) at 500°C (Ildefonse and Gabis, 1976; Labotka, 1991).

The influence of flow on crystal shape has been investigated for the last 30 years. Garside
et al. (1975) show the increase of the bulk crystal growth with super saturation and the square
root of the flow velocity. Theirs experiments show that the variation of the bulk growth rate
increase at low velocity and high supersaturation. Prieto et al. (1996) considered three
orientations: normal facing to the flow, parallel to the flow and in downstream position or ‘in
the shade’. In the two previous cases, the authors invoked the classical hydrodynamic
boundary layer theory to account for mass transfer through the ‘concentration boundary
layer’. In the ‘shade’ position, experiments show lower growth rate: in these experiments the
crystal growth is perturbed by eddy flow difficult to model from the hydrodynamic point of
view.

Control of crystal growth rate could be largely described by the combination of two
processes: i) chemical volume diffusion within the boundary layer occurring along the crystal
faces; and ii) surface processes (Gilmer et al., 1971). If volume diffusion is the slower process, crystal growing in flowing solution records variable growth band thickness related to a different growth rate for crystallographic equivalent faces that are determined by the chemical flux feeding given by the transport equation (1).

Sizaret et al. (2006a) solved the Navier Stokes equation for high Reynolds numbers in a semi-infinite wedge to model the growth of a single crystal in a moving fluid of constant concentration. A main result is a quantitative relation between flow direction and crystal elongation. A secondary result is that for semi-infinite geometry and high local Reynolds number, i.e., \( Re_x = x.V(x)/\nu >> 1 \), \((x \text{ is the position considered along the crystal face, } V(x) \text{ is the local flow velocity, } \nu \text{ is kinematic viscosity})\) the crystal growth rate varies with the square root of the flow velocity. Thus for high local Reynolds number, the ratio between the growth rate of the different faces is not velocity dependent. Further, we evaluate whether this result is valid for closed geometry and low Reynolds number. Moreover, the model developed in Sizaret et al. (2006a) considers a solution without concentration gradient. The existence of such gradient is dependant on the distance between the considered growing crystal and his nearest neighbors, because, during growth, a “chemical affinity gradient will arise and persist” forming “depleted zones” that enlarge and coalesce (Carlson 1989, Carlson 1991, Skelton 1997). Carlson (1989) established at each instant a relation of proportionality between the depleted zone and the crystal radius: \( R_i^{\text{depl}} = \beta R_i \). \( \beta \) is the dimensionless proportionality constant relating the radius of each crystal \( R_i \) to the radius of the depleted zone \( R_i^{\text{depl}} \). Carlson (1991) uses this relation to model the growth of porphyroblasts by intergranular diffusion. Skelton (1997) uses the relation to model garnet growth during metasomtism. For pervasive flow and channeled flow the value of \( \beta \) is about 2 (metasomatism occurrence in the upper green schist facies, Skelton 1997). In this paper we will use the chemical diffusion thickness (Sizaret et al. 2006a) to estimate the area where the concentration gradient is high and the
obtained values will be compared to the length of the depleted zone estimated in the Skelton (1997) model.

3. Modeling

In order to analyze the influence of flow on crystal growth, the equation (1) is solved for a single crystal with an idealized geometry. The local fluid velocity \( V_{N,S} \) is computed from the Continuity and Navier Stokes equation (3) for variable upstream flow velocity (Sizaret et al. 2004). For each simulation the chemical diffusion thickness (Sizaret et al. 2006b) is calculated to estimate the “depleted zones” defining the limit in which the crystal grew independently of this nearest neighbors. The results will be exploited by comparing the chemical fluxes of differently orientated faces for varying flow velocities.

3.1. Equation, parameters and boundary conditions

We consider a crystal immersed in a flowing solution with a constant upstream velocity \( V_\infty \) and concentration \( C_\infty \). The crystal geometry is simplified as a 2-D description with a regular polygonal section (Fig. 1). At the crystal surface, the fluid velocity is zero due to viscosity. Rapid incorporation of solute in the crystal keeps the wall concentration \( C_w \) constant close to the saturation level depending on the crystal solubility. Such conditions describe well the case of crystal growth limited by low saturation of one element. \( C_w \) is similar for all faces, i.e., the properties of the crystal section is isotropic. The concentration profile from the crystal wall \( C_w \) to infinity \( C_\infty \) is used to deduce the chemical gradient and the chemical flux along the crystal face. This gradient is driven by the transport equation depending on the diffusion coefficient and the local flow velocity around the crystal. The velocity is given by the Navier Stokes equation.
In order to fix a straight-out velocity, the pressure is fixed constant equal to zero. The local chemical flux along crystal face is calculated for variable upstream flow $V_\infty$. To give general results independent of $C_\infty$ and $C_w$, dimensionless concentration is used and defined as:

$$\chi(x, y) = \frac{C_w - C(x, y)}{C_w - C_\infty}$$

(4)

$\chi(x, y)$ varying from $\chi_\infty = 1$ far away from the crystal in upstream position to $\chi_w = 0$ along the crystal wall (Fig. 1A). To evaluate the influence of the depleted zone the local diffusion thickness $\Delta(x')$ is calculated using concentration gradient along the crystal wall (Sizaret et al. 2006a).

$$\Delta(x') = \frac{1}{\frac{\partial \chi(x', y')}{\partial y'}_{y=0}}$$

(5)

With $x'$ being the coordinate along the crystal face and $y'$ the perpendicular coordinate.

The coupled Navier Stokes and transport equations are solved using the Femlab3.1i finite difference code. This multi-physics software runs the finite element analysis together with adaptive meshing and error control using a variety of numerical solvers. In this work the nonlinear incompressible Navier Stokes and transport equation are solved for steady state using the damped Newton method with criteria of convergence fixed to $10^{-12}$. The calculation is applied assuming laminar flow and an ideal crystal shape modeled by hexagon with edges of 50 µm length. The calculation is performed for water at 25°C, 1Mpa and at 350°C, 185 Mpa, implying diffusivity varying between $10^{-9}$ and $20.10^{-9}$ m²/s, and kinematic viscosity between $10^{-6}$ and $1.3.10^{-7}$ m²/s (Fig. 1B).
3.2. Results

The results give the concentration decreases close to the crystal (Fig. 1B), the flux of dimensionless mass (i.e.; \( D \frac{\delta \chi(x',y')}{\delta y'} \bigg|_{y'=0} \)) (Fig. 1C) and the diffusion thickness could be calculated along crystal wall (Fig. 1D).

Close to the crystal edges, the chemical flux is high because advection blows the concentration profile and increases the concentration gradient. Therefore, in the edge area, the flux is relatively high and the surface processes are slower than the volume diffusion. If diffusion is still the slowest process the growth should be localized on the edges giving dendritic shapes. In other case, the crystal growth is limited by surface processes in this area and the crystal growth rate computed is locally over estimated. Therefore, the real mean crystal growth rate of a face is lower than the average of the computed wall fluxes and higher than the minimum of the computed curve.

The diffusion thickness is inversely proportioned to the flux (5), based on the flux profiles it is easy to show that the diffusion thickness is maximum at the centre of the crystal face (Fig. 1C). In figure 1D the concentration profile illustrate that gradient concentration is strong close to the crystal wall. Far of the crystal on upstream position the gradient begins sharply and far in downstream position this gradient vanishes smoothly. Therefore, the maximum diffusion thickness \( \Delta \) calculated is shorter on upstream than along downstream face.

For velocities \( V_\infty \) varying from \( 10^{-6} \) to \( 10^{-2} \) m/s the chemical wall flux (i.e., crystal growth rate) and the diffusion thickness is calculated for each face. For \( V_\infty > 10^{-2} \) m/s the calculation diverges because the flow reaches a turbulent regime. The minimum and average fluxes calculated on the upstream face are divided by the minimum and average fluxes of the downstream face, respectively. The flux ratio \( R \) is plotted against the velocity (Fig. 2A). For all curves, \( R \) increases with the flow velocity and in the limit \( V_\infty \to 0 \) \( R=1 \), because if the
fluid is immobile, the concentration gradient is the same in all directions. The difference between the minimum and average flux ratios is important for high flow velocity at low temperature. At 25°C and up to $10^{-4}$ m/s, the estimation of velocity using the average and minimum curves show a difference of one order of magnitude (Fig. 2A). The calculation of the diffusion thickness is reported in the figure 2B and the obtained value vary from 50 µm to 400 µm. As discussed before the upstream face has a lower diffusion thickness than the downstream face, in addition the diffusion thickness increase with temperature and decrease with the flow velocity. Skelton (1997) model allows estimating the radius of the depleted zone close to the crystal radius. In our model with crystal radius about 50µm at 350°C the diffusion thickness is more than 150 µm for velocity ($< 10^{-4}$ m/s). A possible explanation for this difference is that the diffusion thickness calculates in steady state at low velocity is not effective because the crystal is growing faster than time necessary to reach the steady state. In such case the depleted zone is driven by the crystal size. For velocities around $10^{-3}$ m/s the model given by Skelton (1997) and our are consistent with diffusion thickness about 50 µm.

The major result of this modeling is that the flux ratio curves show a quantitative link between the crystal growth rate and the flow velocity. It demonstrates that it is possible to estimate flow direction and velocity by measuring growth bands thicknesses. However this model is based on fluid without gradient of concentration. This hypothesis is well respected if during growth the neighbors do not create strong local gradient of concentration. This could be checked by estimating the distance between crystals that should be longer than the calculated diffusion thickness. This estimation depends on flow velocity and temperature.

4. Application to tourmalinite

In the following part we apply the inverse method to estimate the local flow that occurred during metasomatism that produced a natural occurrence of tourmalinite.
4.1. Geology

Tourmalinites have been sampled within the Galicia-tras-os-Montes orogenic segment of the Spanish Hercynian belt (Fig. 3A). Between 325 and 300 Ma, this area underwent magmatism associated with a late orogenic event leading to northward-directed horizontal stretching (Gloaguen et al., 2004; Gloaguen, 2006; Gloaguen et al., 2008;). In relation to emplacement of specific pluton (the “G2” granite generation, see Gloaguen et al., 2003), the hosting micaschists were affected by a strong and massive tourmalinization.

Significant volumes of tourmalinites are exposed in the vicinity of the Beariz pluton (Fig. 3B). This pluton is a composite magmatic complex made of older G1 porphyric granite intruded by a G2 leucogranite and associated aplite and pegmatite dykes and sills. The G2 magmatic suite of Beariz is composed of albite-rich leucogranite, characterized by a muscovite-tourmaline-garnet assemblage. High contents of Sn (up to 1005 ppm), Ta, Nb and F (up to 0.11% weight) make this leucogranite an unusual type (Gloaguen, 2006). In some place, it has been mined for a disseminated magmatic Nb-Ta-Sn mineralization (colombotantalite and cassiterite being the main minerals). Related to G2 leucogranite emplacement, alteration halos of tourmalinite developed within mica schists at their contact with G2 dykes and sills. Finally, as the magmatic-hydrothermal transition progressed, thick hydrothermal quartz veins developed around the Beariz pluton (Fig 3B). These veins bear an important Sn-W mineralization, mined in the middle of the 20th century.

It is noteworthy that the G2 leucogranite, the tourmalinite halos and the Sn-W-bearing quartz veins, were emplaced and formed during a continuous E-W shortening (N-S trending upright folds and axial vertical cleavage) and associated N-S stretching, leading to an intense E-W fracturing affecting the Beariz pluton area (Gloaguen, 2006; Gloaguen et al., 2003).
4.2. Outcrop

Two sites have been sampled around the Beariz pluton (Fig. 3B). The Mina Soriana outcrop (Fig. 4A, D) exposes a horizontal sill of G2 leucogranite injected into mica schist. The leucogranite sill underwent hydrothermal alteration. Tourmalinite halos, approximately 50 cm in maximum thickness, are developed along the lower and upper sill wallrocks. The foliation planes of mica schist display a N 165 E 20 NE stretching lineation marked by quartz rods and mineral alignments. Two types of steeply dipping veins are observed (Fig 4A). Both types, sub-normal to the stretching lineation, are compatible with a broad N-S horizontal extension. As a result, the sills and tourmalinite are boudined broadly along a N-S direction. The first type of vein, 0.1-10 centimeters thick, crosscuts the sill-tourmalinite halos where they are preferentially localized (Fig. 4A, B, D). They are filled with quartz, tourmaline, and accessory muscovite. Within veins, tourmalines are found along wallrocks with long axis parallel to the opening direction (Fig. 4C). This argues for a formation of veins as sealed extensional fractures. Quartz fills the center of the vein. A second type, devoid of tourmaline, is a meter-thick Sn-W-sulfides-bearing quartz vein which was mined at Mina Soriana. Crosscutting relationships show that this vein was the last event on this outcrop.

The Marcofán outcrop exposes a subvertical N170E-trending G2 pegmatite sill that cuts across the foliation of micaschists (Fig 5A, B). Tourmalinite halos, 40 cm in maximum thickness, are developed within mica schists on both sill wallrocks. The pegmatite displays a symmetric zoning with quartz-muscovite at the centre and a quartz-feldspar-muscovite assemblage along the borders. The pegmatite borders and tourmalinites are crosscut by vertical N90E trending quartz-muscovite extensional veins directly “connected” to the centre part of the pegmatite (Fig. 5B). This suggests that tourmalinization occurred during the first stage of the pegmatite emplacement, i.e., coeval with the crystallization of the quartz-
feldspar-muscovite border assemblage. Finally, the outcrop exposes structures highly compatible with the broad N-S extension marked by N-S elongated quartz rods.

Both outcrops present small cleavage-parallel quartz veinlets parallel to sill wallrocks (Fig. 4D and 5B).

For both outcrops, the transition between tourmalinite halos and non-altered micaschists is gradual.

4.3. Texture, growth banding and chemistry of tourmalinite

For both outcrops, tourmalinite is mainly composed of tourmaline, quartz and muscovite (Figs. 4E, F and 5C, D). At some places, muscovite mimics the ghost cleavage of the host mica schist. However, the major fabric of the tourmalinite is the strict N-S alignments of the tourmaline long axis. Indeed, for both outcrops, vertical W-E thin sections present exclusively trigonal tourmaline basal section normal to the c axis (Figs. 4F and 5D). In sections parallel to the c-axis, tourmaline crystals appear to be truncated by vertical E–W-trending healed cracks and/or quartz-filled veinlets (Figs. 4E and 5C). At Mina Soriana, E-W-trending truncation planes or veinlets are also observed affecting tourmalines within quartz-tourmaline veins. This microscopic truncation is compatible with the boudinage observed at larger scale (cf. supra).

Within tourmalinite, pseudo-hexagonal basal sections show spectacular zoning and growth banding of tourmalines (Figs. 4F and 5D). Growth bands and cores have been optically distinguished, and electron microprobe analysis was performed along transects. To compare, we analyzed also: i) zoned tourmalines from tourmaline-quartz veins crosscutting the tourmalinite halos; ii) disseminated tourmaline within mica schist up to 1 meter from tourmalinites; iii) tourmalines in G2 sills wallrocks; and iv) tourmalines disseminated within the G2 Beariz leucogranite (Fig. 6).
With the exception of some tourmaline cores from quartz-tourmaline veins, all tourmaline types are from the alkaline group. Tourmalines from mica schists and cores from tourmalinites have compositions intermediate between dravite and schorl (Fig. 6A). Evolution from dravite to schorl traces the transition from metamorphic to magmatic chemical controls (Fig. 6A). Because the tourmaline cores from tourmalinites are close to the composition of tourmaline from mica schist, we think that initiation of tourmaline crystallization in tourmalinite is controlled by the chemistry of the hosting mica schist. However, tourmaline cores from quartz-tourmaline veins strongly differ from cores of tourmalinites (Fig. 6B). One explanation may be that, due to incipient tourmalinization, chemical buffering of mica schist was weaker leading to a stronger magmatic-hydrothermal signature of the fluids.

Finally, tourmaline growth bands from both quartz-tourmaline veins and tourmalinite have the same Li-Al depleted composition (Fig. 6A). This suggests that, during the late tourmalinization stage, tourmalinites and veins were infiltrated by the same hydrothermal fluid partially buffered by the chemistry of host mica schist.

4.4. P-T conditions of tourmalinite formation

P-T conditions of tourmalinization have been estimated from the application of geothermometers, coupled with fluid inclusion studies. The muscovite-phengite geothermometer (Monier and Robert, 1986) applied to the muscovites from tourmalinites at Mina Soriana gives temperature below 400°C. To constrain the pressure of tourmalinite formation, we used fluid inclusion data obtained on Sn-W bearing quartz veins which postdates the major phase of tourmalinization (Gloaguen, 2006). The resulting minimum pressure for the quartz vein formation is 185 Mpa, i.e around 7 km which therefore represents, in our case, the minimum pressure for tourmaline crystallization.
4.5 Measurements and flow velocity estimations during tourmalinization

In this part we apply the model developed previously to characterize the metasomatic flow involved in the formation of tourmalinite. To estimate the fluid velocity and direction we use the inverse method: statistical measures of the growth band thickness in tourmaline are inverted to estimate flux ratio along crystal face, and then, a flow velocity is deduced using the curve of the figure 2A.

To obtain good measurements, the studied sections have to be chosen carefully. Any face in contact with others was eliminated as the proximity of the other crystal perturbs the local chemical flux. When the section is chosen, it is necessary to find the position of the initial nuclei, it has been approximately located close to the centre of the tourmaline core (Fig. 7A).

Tourmaline is uni-axial, and the (0001) section is isotropic with a trigonal symmetry. To compare growth band thicknesses in one crystal section, measurements were performed in three equivalent directions separated by 120° (Fig. 7A). Due to trigonal symmetry, these three directions have the same crystallographic properties and the different growth band thicknesses quantify the different chemical fluxes on a small integrated time. However, the crystallographic directions chosen in the different crystals are not strictly equivalent. To compare them the measures were normalized to the mean value of the three measurements (Fig. 7B). For each crystal measured, three normalized thicknesses are obtained $d_{\text{max}}$, $d_{\text{int}}$, $d_{\text{min}}<1$ with their corresponding direction. The average $d_{\text{int}}$ direction is normal to flow trend whereas the average $d_{\text{min}}$ direction indicates directly the velocity direction. The chemical flux ratio is estimated by the $d_{\text{max}}/ d_{\text{min}}$ ratio. Finally, the minimal average half distance between cores has been evaluated at 54 µm for the four thin sections analysed.

Tourmalinite formed at both outcrops were studied following this method. Four thin sections has been sampled with similar orientation for each studied sites. Each sections were analyzed with 102 growth band thicknesses measurements on 34 tourmaline basal sections.
To study the relation between the magmatic intrusion and the fluid circulation, in both cases the measurements were performed on both side of the intrusion. The measurements on the Mina Soriana outcrop were performed above (Figs. 8A, B) and below the sill (Figs. 8C, D). To control the consistency of the measurements, the average direction of $d_{\text{max}}$ is compared to $d_{\text{min}}$. Their mean directions are calculated and suggest an eastward flow direction convergent toward the sill.

The tourmalinite from the Marcofán outcrop were analyzed in the same way (Fig. 9). The results suggest the flow circulation parallel to the schistosity with a component converging toward the pegmatite.

The average ratio $d_{\text{max}}/d_{\text{min}}$ presented in figure 8 and 9 ranges from 1.5 to 2.2 suggesting flow velocity varying from $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-3}$ m$^{-1}$ in the plane of measurements (Fig. 2A). Using the result obtains on flow velocity the diffusion thickness could be estimated between 65 and 110 µm (Fig. 2B).

For low velocities about $3 \times 10^{-4}$ m/s (Fig. 9C, D), the diffusion thickness is about 110 µm suggesting that next neighbors influenced the crystal growth. Relatively to the average half distance measured between cores (54 µm), the condition of application of the method is not well-satisfied. Nevertheless, the flow direction deduced from $d_{\text{max}}$ and $d_{\text{min}}$ are coherent with a large $\alpha_{95}$ incertitude (135°).

For higher velocities around $10^{-3}$ m/s (Fig. 8 and 9A, B), the diffusion thickness is about 65 µm. Then, the conditions are satisfied at the beginning of the crystal growth, but not at the end of the crystallization.

In general, the results on the direction of $d_{\text{min}}$ and $d_{\text{max}}$ are coherent suggesting that the signal of the flow is relatively well preserved.

5. Discussion

The study of the tourmaline growth band has two mains results:
i) The grain scale flow velocities are relatively high.

ii) During band growth (i.e. late stage of tourmalization), the hydrothermal flow converges toward the magmatic sills at relative low angle (<45°).

5.1. Velocity analysis and the role of deformation

Darcy’s law gives the average flow in a rock, but flow is not homogeneous as it is channellized in large scale open structures. In megascopic modeling, stream line and pressure gradient are generally very regular. At the grain scale, our measurements show widely variable flow directions (Figs. 8 and 9). This could be due to the tortuous geometry of the solid-liquid interface in a complex porosity but also to influence of the neighbours at the end of the crystal growth. In this study, the average of the grain scale measured directions could be used only to estimate a broad general trend. The mean direction is assimilated to the macroscopic flow direction related to pressure gradient that could be controlled by contact metamorphism and/or fracturing (e.g. pumping effect).

Darcy velocities, from time-integrated flux based on mineral reactions and stable isotopes studies range from $10^{-9}$ m/s to $10^{-11}$ m/s for contact metamorphism (Ferry et al., 2002). For active regional metamorphism, a Darcy velocity of $10^{-11}$ m/s is considered to be an average value (Ingebritsen and Manning 1999). Hydrothermal numerical models of contact or regional metamorphism, predict Darcy velocities ranging from $10^{-8}$ m/s to $10^{-11}$ m/s (Oliver et al., 2006; Gerdes et al., 1998; Cook et al., 1997). In this work, the calculated velocity at grain scale is much higher, about $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-4}$ m/s. These are equivalent to $V_{\text{Pore}}$, and approximating host schists as a porous equivalent media with an averaged 0.1% porosity, Darcy velocities during tourmalinization would range from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-7}$ m/s, not so higher than published values. Moreover hydrodynamic models of fluid flow usually assume continuous flow, and field estimates of $V_D$ divide a time integrated fluid flux by an estimation of the total duration of the flow event. Those high velocities imply that the solute transport is achieved by solute
advection rather than diffusion and it seems reasonable to consider moving fluids as discontinuous hydrothermal discharge within connected porosity.

Our results are matter of further discussion for two reasons: i) in our field examples, the potential horizontal component of the velocity vector cannot be assessed with this textural method. Thus, deduced Darcy velocities from our measurements deal only with the vertical components of fluid flow and are underestimated; ii) during hydrothermal replacement of host schists, the transient connected porosity might be higher than 0.1%. Indeed, it is well established that fluid pressure and deformation interact to control fluid flow within rocks (see, Gratier and Gueydan, 2007 and references herein). The observed fracturing within the tourmalinite halos at a range of spatial scales strongly suggests hydrofracturing at an hydrothermal reaction front. Because differential stress is not zero, at all scales, a regular set of vertical E-W-directed extension fractures (i.e., mode 1 fractures) formed. Moreover, effective stresses may decrease below the strength of anisotropies such as cleavage of host mica schist. As a result, at all scales, cleavage-parallel fractures may open, coeval with extension fractures (Fig. 5B). Consequently, cleavage-parallel fractures and E-W –trending vertical extension fractures, were likely the major fluid channels during a local and regional N-S stretching. Finally, considering the likelihood of a transient connected porosity higher than 0.1% during tourmalinization and deformation, we think that massive metasomatism implies an equivalent Darcy velocity higher than those measured in contact and regional metamorphism.

5.2. Relation between flow direction, sill and large scale hydrothermal system

The tourmaline occurrences are strictly associated with the magmatic intrusion. In both studied outcrops, average flow directions converge toward the sill suggesting the existence of a hydrothermal flow “channeled” or “pumped” along the fracture network (cleavage parallel and E-W trending vertical fractures). Such observation suggests that hydrothermal flow
occurring during the tourmaline band growing is not strictly related to sill injection. This is consistent with the observed alteration of the sill (Figs 8 and 9) and confirmed by the homogenous composition of the growth bands for tourmaline from mica schists, tourmalinite and quartz veins (Fig. 7B). Hence, at the pluton scale, a homogenous hydrothermal fluid, buffered by mica schist, flowed during last stage of tourmalinization.

5.3. Proposed tectono-hydrodynamic model

The analysis of the relationships between sill, tourmaline occurrences, and hydrodynamics, suggests a two stage model (Fig. 10)

The first stage (Fig. 10A) is clearly identified by the composition of the tourmaline cores involving a genetic link with the leucogranite sills (boron source) and buffered by the mica schist for Fe, Al and Mg elements (Fig. 6B). This relation is consistent with the association between tourmaline and magmatic bodies. Crystallization of tourmaline cores is considered to be the result of early hydrothermal activity related to sill emplacement. Divergent fluid expulsions from sill through vertical and cleavage-parallel hydrofractures are restricted to the close vicinity of the magmatic injection. It is noteworthy that this stage of magmatic fluid expulsion might be repeated as cyclic pulses during melt crystallization. Hence, cycles of fluid expulsion may continue during the second stage.

The second stage of tourmalinization (i.e., band growing, Fig. 10B) is related to homogenous fluid flow that percolated through a network made of opened cleavage planes relayed by E-W-trending extensional vertical fractures. This resulting porosity and permeability structure allowed high fluid velocities and related metasomatism. At pluton scale, one possible mechanism is homogenous flow, part of large scale convection cells triggered by the cooling of the G2 leucogranite (Norton and Knight 1977). At outcrop scale, the convergent pattern of fluid flow argues for pressure gradient driven by hydrofracturing around sill (likely more related to stage 1 of tourmalinization) and triggering sill convergent
fluid pumping. Finally, folding (Fig. 10C) deformed and tilted the magmato-hydrothermal system.
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**Figure captions**

Fig. 1: Numerical modeling, (A) Boundary conditions used for modeling crystal growth in a fluid flow. The symmetry condition is used far from the crystal when the flow is parallel to the boundary. The flux integrated on this boundary is zero. Along the crystal wall the dimensionless concentration is $\chi_w = 0$ and the velocity is $V_w = 0$; at infinity in the upstream position $\chi_w = 1$ and $V_w$ is assigned different values in the simulations. (B) Variation of the dimensionless concentration calculated on a regular mesh, (C) flux of the dimensionless concentration along the different crystal faces. Fw(A) and Fw(D) are the minimum wall fluxes respectively of the upstream and downstream faces, (D) present the concentration profile parallel to flow velocity and passing through the crystal. The local diffusion thickness is calculated using the concentration gradient at the crystal solution interface. The flux ratio R is calculated for $\nu_{25^\circ C}$, $D_{25^\circ C}$ and $V_w = 10^{-4} m/s$.

Fig. 2: Curves showing the variation of (A) flux ratio and (B) diffusion thickness with the flow velocity. Grey curves are calculated at $25^\circ C$ and black at $350^\circ C$. Diamonds represent the ratio of average flux on the upstream and downstream faces; squares are the ratio of the minimum fluxes.

Fig. 3: Geological map (Gloaguen, 2006, modified from Gonzales Cuadra, 1996). (A) Location of the studied area; (B) geological map of the Beariz plutonic complex. Tourmalinite halos are related to the G2 leucogranite, emplaced during a broad N-S stretching (X) associated with a E-W shortening.
Fig. 4: Mina Soriana outcrop. (A) The deformed leucogranite sill, (B) tourmalinite cut by veinlets, (C) quartz tourmaline veins, (D) metasomatic tourmalinite associated with sill (E and F indicate the position of the thin sections E and F), (E) tourmaline oriented with N-S <c> axis, (F) vertical E-W thin section showing (0001) plan normal to trigonal <c> axis. In this section the anisotropic growth bands show a symmetry breakdown due to metasomatic flow.

Fig. 5: Marcofan outcrop. (A) and (B) Pegmatite sill associated with tourmalinite halo (C and D indicate the position of the thin section c and D), (C) vertical section showing the N-S orientation of the tourmaline <c> axis, (D) vertical E-W thin section showing (0001) plan normal to trigonal <c> axis. In this section the anisotropic growth bands show a symmetry breakdown due to metasomatic fluid flow. Signification de C et D dans la figure B.

Fig. 6: Geochemistry of tourmalines from the Beariz G2 leucogranite complex. Electon microprobe analyses were performed at the ISTO-BRGM laboratory using a Cameca SX 50 (15 kV, 15 nA, counting time: 10 s). X vacant site diagram (A): Al₅₀Fe₅₀ – Al – Al₅₀Mg₅₀ diagram relating tourmaline composition to crystallization environment (Henry and Guidotti, 1985). (B): Fe vs. Mg diagram showing substitutions in tourmalines (London and Manning, 1995).

Fig. 7: Method for growth band measurements. (A) Example of measurement on a tourmaline section showing variable growth thickness; (B) relative distribution of dₘₐₓ, dₐᵢⁿ and dₘᵢₙ if the crystal is influenced by flow. Dans la figure, (ellipsoïde) mettre peut être des doubles flèches pour désigner sans ambiguïté dₘᵢₙ, dₘᵢₓ et dₐᵢⁿ ou un gros point à l'origine.
Fig. 8: Direction of the normalized growth band thicknesses measured on tourmaline of Mina Soriana; (A,D) maximum and (B,C) minimum directions give average upstream and downstream direction. (A, B) and (C, D) are measures on tourmalines respectively located above and below the leucogranite sills. Blacks are give the $\alpha_{95}$ interval of confidence.

Fig. 9: Direction of the normalized growth band thicknesses measured on tourmaline of Marcofan; (A,C) maximum and (B,D) minimum directions give average upstream and downstream direction. (A, B) and (C, D) are measures on tourmalines respectively located westward and eastward from the pegmatite sill.

Fig. 10: Tectono-hydrodynamic model of massive tourmalinization around the Beariz granite. See explanation in text.
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CZ: Cantabrian Zone; WALZ: West-Asturian-Láonese Zone; GTOMZ: Galicia-Tras-os-Montes Zone; CIZ: Centro-Iberian Zone; OMZ: Ossa-Morena Zone; SPZ: South-Portuguese Zone; AM: Armorican Massif; MC: French Massif Central
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1: Li-rich granitoids, pegmatites & aplites
2: Li-depleted granitoids, pegmatites & aplites
3: Fe$^{3+}$-rich hydrothermally altered granitoids
4: Metapelites et metapsammites with Al-saturated phase
5: Metapelites et metapsammites without Al-saturated phase
6: Fe$^{3+}$-rich metapelites and calc-silicate rock with quartz and tourmaline
7: V-Cr-rich metasediments and Ca-depleted meta-ultramafic rocks
8: Meta-carbonates and meta-pyroxenites

Figure 7

$A_{max} = \frac{d_1}{d_1 + d_2 + d_3}$
$d_{int} = \frac{d_2}{d_1 + d_2 + d_3}$
$d_{min} = \frac{d_3}{d_1 + d_2 + d_3}$
Figure 8

\[ \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{d_{\text{min}}} = 1.8 \pm 0.5 \]

\[ \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{d_{\text{min}}} = 2 \pm 0.9 \]

Figure 9

\[ \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{d_{\text{min}}} = 2.2 \pm 1.1 \]

\[ \frac{d_{\text{max}}}{d_{\text{min}}} = 1.5 \pm 0.4 \]
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